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Abstract
Selecting the most relevant quote to include in an article is an important part of the
process of journalistic news writing. It is a process done by humans, and the result relies
on a number of factors, including intuition and professional experience, knowledge of
context, stylistic preference and narrative function among many others. In this thesis
I examine the potential for automating this intrinsically human process through the
use of machine learning and different NLP techniques. I train a BERT-based token
classification model to extract named entities describing features of the source of a quote,
achieving good results with F1-scores between 0.76 and 0.93 on different entities. I use
the resulting model to computationally build a data set of quotes annotated with detailed
speaker information. I use this dataset to train BERT based models for two sentence
classification tasks, achieving weighted F1-scores of .50 for the 8-class problem of
predicting the "role" of the speaker, and .48 for the 12-class problem of identifying the
"employer" of a source behind a quote, improving baseline BoW results by 11-12%. I
show how the sentiment models of BERT Tone and BERT Emotion by DaCy/DaNLP
can be applied to the domain of news quotes, identifying six main clusters in the
distribution of polarity and emotion. Finally I combine the trained models and findings
in a prototype and introduce QuoteSelector for a demonstration of automatic quote
selection in a newsroom environment.
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Introduction

Direct quotes play a big role in modern news journalism. They make up an increasing
proportion of the volume of text in news (Landert 2015), and the number of potential
sources for quotes has grown dramatically as the use of social media has gone from niche
to mainstream (Paulussen and Harder 2014). Countless news stories only exist because
of something a person said or wrote (remember that president, the United States used to
have?) and quotes also give the journalistic writer a tool to express what convention and
editorial policies otherwise prevent her from putting on paper: Emotion, subjective opinions,
unsupported claims and even profane language. It lends her the voice of leading experts,
decision makers and celebrities. And it makes it possible to convey the feelings, dreams and
personal tragedies experienced by others. In other words: Quotes are pretty important.
Quotes are usually the result of a journalist selecting a few short bits from a lengthy
interview, report or statement. The selection process is an integral part of the journalistic
profession, and it relies heavily on the instinct of the person choosing it (Schultz 2007).
But research suggests that there is some system to this ‘gut feeling’ and that the choice of
quotes follow certain patterns related to their narrative function in the story (Haapanen 2017,
Nylund 2003). This - in my view - makes quotes very interesting from a Data Science and
Natural Language Processing (NLP) point of view. What makes a sentence ‘quotable’ and
the process of selecting quotes has mostly been explored within the fields of humanities
and linguistics - and not as a part of a Natural Language Processing or Machine Learning
problem.
While some research in these fields has worked with the extraction and attribution of
quotes (Newell, Cowlishaw, and Man 2018, Pouliquen, Steinberger, and Best 2007), and
others have explored the connection between quotes and their context (J. Tan, Wan, Liu, et al.
2018, J. Tan, Wan, and Xiao 2015), very little research has been done on the relationship
between the type of person uttering the quote and the semantic and linguistic qualities of the
quote itself. I have previously investigated quotes in news articles (Andersen and Mouridsen
2020), treating their identification as a binary classification problem and showing that quotes
seem to have certain features that set them apart from the average spoken sentence. In this
thesis, however, I aim to better model the richness and diversity of quotes and how they are
used for different purposes by attacking them as a multi class classification problem.
My motivation for choosing this subject comes to a large degree from my own professional background as a journalist. I am writing this introduction at the age of 43 and I have
almost two decades worth of hands-on experience working in Danish newsrooms. I can
personally affirm the findings in research that show how the demand for productivity in newsrooms has gone up (Bro, Hansen, and Andersson 2016) and how the amount of information
available to journalists has almost exploded (Ovenden 2020). I have also witnessed how
the revenue streams of news organisations has been impacted by digital transformation and
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changing reader habits (Evens, Raats, and Rimscha 2017) and how - in the era of fake news the traditional journalistic profession struggles with a distrusting audience (Lewis 2020).
In an effort to address these challenges, many news organisations have taken the first
baby steps in applying Artificial Intelligence (AI) as part of their journalistic tool box. This
has mainly focused on very simple news article generation (sports results, annual reports,
real estate transactions) or tools aimed at supporting the researching phase (Túñez López,
Fieiras-Ceide, and Vaz-Álvarez 2021). I suggest an approach for developing systems that
will aid journalists in the task of sifting through large amounts of information in search for
that perfect quote - and I present the prototype QuoteSelector 1 to demonstrate a potential
tool for modern newsrooms.
In this thesis I describe the process and the many subtasks that form the foundation for the
finished prototype, and I report a number of interesting findings along the way. Section 2 lays
the foundation by describing the essential concepts of quotes in news and text representation.
Section 3 contains a review of related work within the fields of Natural Language Processing
and Machine Learning. In the main section 4 I describe my chosen approach, and show
how I apply the tasks of Entity Recognition (NER), sentence classification and sentiment
analysis to the problem of quote selection. I demonstrate a custom NER-model for extracting
speaker information and I use the resulting data to fine-tune two pretrained BERT models
for predicting the role and the employer of the source behind a quote. I also perform a fine
grained two-dimensional sentiment analysis on the data and describe relevant insights. In
section 5 I report the results of the experiments, and in section 6 I show how I combine all
of the results and findings above into the working prototype QuoteSelector and I take it for
a spin with a selection of 1000 movie subtitles. In section 7 I reflect on the project and its
results, including a discussion of the ethical implications of my work, and in section 8 I draw
my final conclusions.
But that is still many pages away - I hope the reader will find the journey there worthwhile
and interesting.

1 quoteselector.herokuapp.com
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2

Foundations

In this section I describe some of the fundamental concepts of this thesis. I introduce the
domain of quotes in news and I describe the fundamentals of text representation.

2.1

Quotes

The research domain of this thesis is direct quotes as the appear in written Danish news
journalism and how to identify and extract them as well as model their relevance computationally.
2.1.1

Definition

While no formal definitions of a quote exits, the consensus is that a direct quote should
resemble the exact words uttered (or written) by a specific person, with no or minimal editing
(Rich 2010). According to the international news agency Reuters, quotes are "sacred" and
nothing should be changed except for the occasional removal of unnecessary words (Reuters
2008). And here is how the leading American newspaper The New York Times define it in
their internal guidelines:
"Readers should be able to assume that every word between quotation marks is
what the speaker or writer said. The Times does not “clean up” quotations. [...]
“Approximate” quotations can undermine readers’ trust in The Times." (Times
1999)
This strict interpretation applies to direct quotes. Another variant is the indirect quote,
where quotes are paraphrased by the author rather than quoted directly word by word. In this
thesis I shall consider only the direct quotes and when I use the term quote I exclusively refer
to the term of direct quote.

2.2

The use of quotes in news

Quotes are an integral part of almost all news articles and are used to convey the words of a
person as opposed to the rest of the body text, which are the words of the journalist writing
the story. To illustrate, here is an example of a dr.dk article (quotes highlighted with bold for
clarity):
Antibiotikaresistens gør det enormt svært - og nogle gange umuligt - at behandle
gonoré. Det oplyser Verdenssundhedsorganisationen WHO.
- Bakterien, der giver gonoré, er særligt intelligent. Hver gang vi bruger en
ny type antibiotika, udvikler bakterien resistens overfor den, siger Teodor Wi,
overlæge ved Verdenssundhedsorganisationen i en pressemeddelelse.
Ifølge Verdenssundhedsorganisationen er bakterien i vid udstrækning resistent
7

over for ældre og billigere typer antibiotika.
I nogle lande - særligt i højindkomstlande - kan nogle tilfælde af sygdommen
slet ikke behandles med de typer antibiotika, der er kendskab til i dag.
- De tilfælde er kun toppen af isbjerget, da systemerne til at diagnosticere og
rapportere ubehandlede infektioner i lavindkomstlande, hvor gonoré er mere
almindeligt, mangler, siger Teodor Wi.
Hvert år bliver 78 millioner på verdensplan smittet med gonoré.
I Danmark er antallet af tilfælde af gonoré steget de seneste år. I 2011 blev der
registreret 498 tilfælde, mens det tal var mangedoblet sidste år, hvor der blev
registreret 3.259 tilfælde.
Symptomerne ved gonoré er i mange tilfælde til at overse. Men symptomer kan
hos kvinder være pletblødninger, mens der både hos mænd og kvinder være
ildelugtende udflåd.
Kvinder kan få underlivsbetændelse og risikere ikke at kunne blive gravid. Mænd
kan få betændelse i testiklerne, og det kan i sjældne tilfælde give blodforgiftning.
In this example the quote represents the words of an expert that is expected to have
greater knowledge on the subject of gonorrhea than the reader can expect the journalist
writing the story to have. Thus the reporter in a sense "borrows" the credibility of the doctor
and the organisation he represents. In this case the words of Mr. Wi even carry the angle
of the story - it is the message from WHO that seems to be the reason for this article to be
written in the first place.
This example illustrates the the notion that quotes "punch above their weight" as they
tend to stand out and can be considered among the most important paragraphs in a story.
Quotes are thus often referred to as the "spice" or the "salt & pepper" of an article, indicating
that a quote is often the highlight of a story. (Rich 2010)
Quantitatively, quotes make up a substantial and seemingly increasing proportion of the
text in a news article. According to a study of the British The Times newspaper, quotes made
up 13.9 percent of the text in articles from 1985. In 2010 this had risen to 23,5 percent, a
sharp increase (Landert 2015). Danish research (Grunwald 2005) puts the ratio at around
20%.
Commonly, quotes are chosen from transcripts of interviews made by the reporter writing
the story or a colleague in the same news organisation. Quotes can also come from speeches
or other events, where a person addresses an audience. Written sources for quotes are also
common, as quotes can come from reports, press releases or similar. And within the last
decade, quotes from social media posts have become an increasingly important source for
quotes in news journalism (Paulussen and Harder 2014).
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2.2.1

The anatomy of the quote

Formally, a quote is advertised as such to the reader by either enclosing it within a set of
quotation marks ("", “” or »«) or preceding it with a dash (-).
Quote Separator

Media

- [quote]
»[quote]«
“[quote]”

dr.dk, eb.dk, fyens.dk, tv2.dk, nordjyske.dk, jv.dk, seoghoer.dk, billedbladet.dk
pol.dk, jp.dk, b.dk, bt.dk
journalisten.dk, lokalavisen.dk

Table 1: Overview of quotation practices in a selection of Danish media. Based on my own review as of April
2021.

Table 1 shows how different Danish media follow different quoting practices, and it can
seen that DR - which is the source of data for this project - uses the dash as a quote delimiter.
This makes it very easy to identify where a quote starts, but a little trickier to find where it
ends. Fortunately, quotes in the dr.dk news articles follow one of two predictable patterns:
1. [newline] [-] [space] [quote] [.]
2. [newline] [-] [space] [quote] [,] [verb cue] [post quote]
That is, all quotes are preceded by a newline, a dash (’-’) and a space (’ ’), and they
always end with either (1) a period (’.’) followed by a newline or (2) a comma (’,’). followed
by the verb cue and the post quote. I define the quote as the part containing the actual words
of the person uttering the quote. The verb cue is the word signaling the end of the quote and
the beginning of the part where the quote is attributed to a person. I define the post quote
as the final part that usually has some information about the person uttering the quote. For
instance, the sentence
"Jeg er stærkt uenig med regeringen i denne sag, udtalte den konservative
formand efter mødet."
contains the quote "Jeg er stærkt uening med regeringen i denne sag", the verb cue "udtalte"
and the post quote "den konservative formand efter mødet." Raw quotes without verb cues
and post quotes contain no information on the speaker, and the information has to be included
elsewhere in the text as in this example:
Efter mødet lød det således fra den konservative formand:
- Jeg er stærkt uening med regeringen i denne sag.
The predictable quote - verb cue - post quote structure makes Regular Expressions an
obvious choice for extracting the sentences containing quotes from articles and subsequently
chunking them into triples of quote, verb cue and post quote.
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2.2.2

The source of the quote

A significant feature of a quote is obviously the person who uttered it. A soccer player, a
politician or a virology professor will play very different roles in a news story.
A 2006 study (Skovbjerg and Jørgensen 2006) of 7 Danish Newspapers and their use
of sources identifies 8 types of sources and concludes that representatives from companies
(’erhvervsperson’) are the most commonly quoted, making up 25% of the total number of
sources. They are followed by public servants (’embedsperson’) at 18% and people from
organisations (’organisationsperson’) at 17%. The study also identified a group labeled
’borgere uden portefølje’, which is a rather verbose way of saying ’ordinary people’, in
Danish newsrooms often referred to internally as ’cases’. These make up about 11 percent of
the total number of sources in the study.
2.2.3

Quote Selection

What makes a quote newsworthy? And how does the human journalist choose which tiny
proportion of a lengthy interview or speech that ends up as a few short quotes in the finished
article? That is a difficult question without definitive answers, but attempts have been made
to explain the process. A famous example is the 1988 vice presidential debate between Dan
Quayle and Lloyd Bentsen. Dan Quayle was asked what he would do, if the president was
somehow incapacitated and he himself would need to fill in as acting president. In an attempt
to answer that question, he began listing his own qualifications and comparing them with
those of the iconic late president John F. Kennedy. Bentsen then retorted:
"Senator, I served with Jack Kennedy. I knew Jack Kennedy. Jack Kennedy was
a friend of mine. Senator, you’re no Jack Kennedy" (Bentsen 1988)
This quote - especially the closing "Senator, you’re no Jack Kennedy" - became the
absolute main focus of the media coverage that followed, largely disregarding what else was
said during the 90 minute long debate. Steven E. Clayman decided to examine what made
this quote so extremely "quotable." He used this case study to argue that journalists generally
choose quotes based on three criteria:
1. Narrative relevance. Quotes should fit in to the general narrative of a story and live
up to the expected norms of the genre - for instance expressing conflicting views in an
article on politics.
2. Conspicuousness. Quotes should "stand out from the crowd" and be different from
other remarks.
3. Extractability. Quotes should be able to "stand on their own" and not require much
context in order to be understood by the audience. (Clayman 2006)
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2.2.4

The Function of the Quote

The function - or purpose - of the quote has been the focus of several studies, but no clear
consensus or definition exists. According the the style guide of the British newspaper The
Guardian, quotes are there to make an article more interesting to read and convey human
experience:
[...] direct quotes change the pace of a story, add colour and character, illustrate
bald facts, and introduce personal experience. [...] a quote will add a different
tone of voice, inject emotion or passion, answer the question "what was it like?",
"how did you feel?", "what are you going to do next?", "what actually happened.
(Cole 2008)
A 2003 analysis of the use of quotes in Finnish newspapers (Nylund 2003) divided the
function of the quote into six different categories.
1. To confirm the news value of an article
2. To evaluate problems established in the text,
3. To communicate criticism in order to reinforce conflict and drama,
4. To communicate subjective experiences formulated by the sources
5. To communicate a sense of closeness to them in time and space and
6. To communicate attitudes, interpretations and solutions to the problems presented
In a more recent study, Daniela Landert (Landert 2015) identified three main motivations
for using quotes in news articles:
1. Making a person come to life.
2. Disclaiming responsibility.
3. Adding plausibility.
Motivation 1 adds color to the text and encourages the use of sources that "humanizes"
the story, including the use of "ordinary people" or "cases." The second motivation relates
to the fact that journalists are generally expected to observe neutrality and only report
irrefutable facts while subjective claims and controversial views should be attributed to
a source. The third motivation is all about adding credibility to the story, for instance by
including statements from experts in a particular field. Landert also shows that the expression
of emotions are much more common in recent articles, leading to the notion that it is a
function on its own for the quote to convey emotional content to the reader - something that
the supposed neutral journalist writing the article cannot allow herself to do.
11

While it may seem like an impossible task to distill all of the above into something
quantifiable, I make the case that the intended function of a quote will often be expressed
through two significant dimensions:
1. The role of the speaker. Is the source an expert chosen to add plausibility in the
article or even validate the chosen angle, confirming the news value? Is it a politician
expressing an opinion, perhaps adding to the drama while the writer can disclaim
responsibility for a controversial claim? Or is it perhaps a citizen experiencing the
effect of a policy decision in his personal life, used to evaluate problems established
in the text, make the reader feel a sense of closeness or maybe even suggest solutions
to the problems presented? The choice of speaker greatly defines the quote in question
and seems highly correlated to the function it expresses.
2. The tone of the quote. Is it a subjective opinion? And is it favour or against a given
subject? Is it a cool and balanced assessment by a certified expert or a maybe a dire
warning from a leading researcher? Is it a quote celebrating victory or mourning
defeat? Is it dry legalese or full of cuss words and exaggerations and laden with
emotion? The tone or sentiment seems like another crucial feature that sets quotes
apart. Recalling the definitions above, it will likely differ greatly depending on whether
a quote is chosen to reinforce conflict, make a person come a life, add plausibility or
communicate a solution in a story.
The three functions described by Landert and the six described by Nylund are somewhat
abstract and difficult to put a label or a number on, making them unsuitable for computational
modelling and Machine Learning tasks. But by choosing role and tone as parameters we
are able to model the function of a quote through features that are quantifiable. The role
can be represented by different categories, and sentiment can be expressed through either
categorical or continuous values. Therefore, I choose the dimensions of role and tone to be
the focus of this thesis.

2.3

Text Representation

One of the core problems of Natural Language Processing is how to represent text in such
a way that computers can work with it. While humans process words and text in complex
ways that involves aspects of biology, neurology, psychology, sociology, culture, history and
even personal experience, computers only do one thing well: numerical computation. The
great challenge, then, is to find the most meaningful way possible to convert text to numbers.
Many approaches and techniques have been proposed and developed, following a general
trend of going from basic word counting models to advanced models trained on huge amounts
of data. In this section I present a brief overview.
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2.3.1

Bag of Words

Bag of Words (BoW) is one of the most basic forms of text representation. Going back as
late as the nineteen-fiftees (Harris 1954), the technique is as simple as counting how many
times each word occurs in a document. This sentence:
"Dette er en sætning, en rigtig fin sætning, faktisk."
would result in the following BoW representation (disregarding punctuation):
{"Dette": 1, "er": 1, "en": 2, "sætning": 2, "rigtig": 1, "fin": 1,
"faktisk": 1}
In a corpus with many documents, each document is represented by a vector of length
n, with n being the number of individual words in the corpus. This approach is easy to
implement and understand and does not require many computational resources. It also
performs well on simpler tasks like deciding if an email is considered spam or not spam or
sorting messages into categories. But it also has its limits. For instance, the following two
sentences would result in the same BoW representation, even though they have the exact
opposite meaning:
1. Du ved godt, at jeg elsker dig, ikke?
2. Ved du godt, at jeg ikke elsker dig?
Similarly, the model does not catch the fact that a word can mean different things in
different contexts. In the following examples, the word "fedt" has four completely separate
meanings:
1. Fedt at du kom!
2. Fedt dig nu ikke ind i endnu en dum sag.
3. Fedt er usundt i for store mængder.
4. Fedt for din lærer, så får du gode karakterer.
Finally it is oblivious to the fact that some words have a stronger relation to each other
than others. In the list of words [æble, bil, forfærdet, pære, bestyrtet, salat] a human would
intuitively see the words "æble" and "pære" as being closely related to each other by being
quite similar fruits - and those two again would be closer related to "salat" than to "bil" as
only the former is something that you eat. And one might also see "bestyrtet" and "forfærdet"
as being very similar and notice that they are the only adjectives in the list.
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2.3.2

Word Embeddings

A technique that addresses this last shortcoming of BoW is that of Word Embeddings. In 2013
researches at Google lead by Thomas Mikolov introduced the Word2Vec model (Mikolov
et al. 2013 and this was followed by GloVE by researchers from Stanford (Pennington,
Socher, and Manning 2014) and FastText by Facebook (Bojanowski et al. 2017)
Word Embedding models represents words in a multidimensional space, with each
dimension representing some linguistic or semantic quality of the word. These vectors are
generated by training the models on large amounts of data where it learns how some words
tend to appear together often, and others rarely do. And the result is a representation that
resembles a human-like intuition about the relationship between words. Words that are
similar in meaning will be grouped closer together in this vector space, and non-related
words will be further apart. This approach also allows for computations on words like this:
"konge" - "mand" + "kvinde" = "dronning"
Word Embeddings can also express similar relations between pairs of words. For instance
it will "know" that "London" is to "Storbritannien" as "Stockholm" is to "Sverige", and that
"mindre" is to "lille" as "større" is to "stor".
While Word Embeddings are very strong tools when it comes to text representation on a
word-by-word level, it does not catch the subtleties of words carrying different meanings
when occuring in different contexts. The word "fedt" only has one representation in the
vector space, though it can mean several different things as we saw in the example above.
2.3.3

BERT and friends

The latest great improvement in the field of text representation was the introduction of
transformer based models, pioneered by researchers at Google, who introduced the BERT
framework to much hype in 2018. BERT is the friendly acronym for the term Bidirectional
Encoder Representations from Transformers and it set a new standard for NLP, breaking
a number of records at the time when applied to a set of standard NLP tasks (Devlin et al.
2019)
BERT is a model based on a neural network that achieves a rich understanding of
language by pre-training it on large amounts of data. While Word Embeddings are fixed
for a particular word, the BERT architecture also takes a word’s position in a sentence and
which sentence it belongs to into account. The term "Bidirectional" refers to the fact that
each words is not only judged on what comes just before or just after the word itself, but
instead the system looks at all words in the sentence when figuring out what to make of an
individual word.
Figure 1 illustrates how this leads to three "layers" of information for each input token: 1.
the word itself, 2. the sentence it belongs to and 3. its position in the sentence. This figure
also illustrates how BERT tokenizes the text and splits some words into subwords - or "word
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Figure 1: Illustration of the BERT embedding architecture from the original Google paper (Devlin et al. 2019

pieces" - as the word "playing" is split into two tokens, "play" and "##ing." This greatly
reduces the vocabulary needed and also has the great benefit of making the final model able
to handle words it has never seen before.
Using this three dimensional structure for the token embeddings, the model is trained
on two tasks - One is Masked Language Modelling (MLM) and the other is Next Sentence
Prediction (NSP):
• Masked Language Modelling In this task the system takes a sentence and randomly
selects 15 percent of the words, that it then hides from itself. This could look something
like this:
"Dette er en sætning, hvor BERT skal [MASK] hvilket ord, der hører
[MASK] her"
In this example the model should try to guess that the missing words are "gætte" and
"til", and for each hit and miss the model’s weights are updated. Repeating this process
millions or even billions of times results in a model with a deep sense of how words fit
together in sentences.
• Next Sentence Prediction This is a task somewhat parallel to the previous, but in this
case the objective is to train on the level of sentences, rather than on individual tokens.
During training the data is split into sentence pairs (SentA, SentB). In 50 percent of
the samples, SentB is the sentence that directly follows SentA in the data - in the other
half SentB is chosen at random from the corpus. The job then is to predict what kind
of sentence SentB is. Repeating this this process trains the model to get a sense of how
sentences are related.
Both tasks are unsupervised, making it possible to train on a very large dataset (eg. the whole
of Wikipedida) as the training examples are generated computationally. And while the two
tasks themselves are not very useful, they serve as a training ground for learning the concepts
of language. The result is a pre-trained model that "understands" a lot of the logic, structure
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and semantics of words and sentences - and these models can then be fine-tuned for specific
tasks using new custom data.
This concludes a brief high-level description of BERT. A more detailed technical description can be found in previous work by the author (Andersen and Mouridsen 2020).
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3

Previous approaches to automatic quote selection

In this section I describe previous work on quotes and quote selection in an NLP and Machine
Learning context.

3.1

Quote Extraction and Attribution

Quote Extraction (QE) is the task of identifying and extracting spans of text that constitute
quotations in unstructured documents. Quote Attribution (QA) is the task of identifying
the source of the quote. The two tasks often go hand in hand as in a 2017 study (Salway
et al. 2017) where quotes from Norwegian Bokmål newspapers were extracted using simple
regular expressions. The attribution part of the study is somewhat crude, as it is limited to a
fixed list of 99 well known politicians and only uses their names when trying to resolve the
person behind a quote. Their approach, for instance, does not attribute a quote ending with
"siger handelsministeren" to any person.
A similar approach is used by (Pouliquen, Steinberger, and Best 2007 where it is assumed
that the mention of a person close to quotation marks and a verb cue like "said" is proof of
both a quotation and the source of the quote.
A more sophisticated approach can be seen in the paper "Quote Extraction and Analysis
for News" (Newell, Cowlishaw, and Man 2018) where the authors treat both the quote
extraction and the quote attribution part as a token classification problem, where each token
in a sentence is labeled as either part of a quote, the verb cue or the source of the quote. The
"source" however can refer to both persons, institutions and others without distinguishing
between different types of entities within that category.
It goes for most of the work in this field, also including O’Keefe et al. 2013 and Krestel,
Bergler, and Witte 2008 that the goal usually is to build some sort of database where quotes
and people are associated. This approach focuses solely on the identity of a person - in
contrast to present thesis, where I also consider the role of the speaker. Moreover, the projects
mentioned here mainly collects data for for statistical purposes and stop short of using the
collected data for any kind of Machine Learning or other tasks related to quote modeling.

3.2

Quote Recommendation

In 2015 J. Tan et al. proposed the task of Quote Recommendation (QR) as "given a snippet of
context, a quote recommendation system should recommend quotes which are relevant with
the context." (J. Tan, Wan, and Xiao 2015). They identified a large number of general quotes
taken from literature, famous persons, common proverbs and similar and found examples of
their use in literature. This allowed them to train a model using the quotes along with the
paragraphs surrounding the quotes as input. The resulting system, QuoteRec, could then be
used to predict on new unseen text, suggesting appropriate quotes based on the context. (J.
Tan, Wan, Liu, et al. 2018 This approach involves a large but fixed corpus of general quotes
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and assumes that a quote by Shakespeare or an old Chinese saying are equally relevant, as
long as they are related to the context they are intended for.
In their paper "Context-Based Quotation Recommendation" (MacLaughlin et al. 2020)
the authors choose an approach that seem to be better suited to the realm of news journalism.
They use BERT and borrow techniques from the domain of Question Answering to solve a
slight variation of the QR task, where a system recommends potential quotes from a source
document based on the text written thus far. They use BERT to quite comfortably beat base
line approaches like BoW.
BERT was also the weapon-of-choice in another work that focuses on automatic pull
quote selection. Pull quotes are short spans of text chosen (or "pulled") from an article that
are highlighted using larger typography to catch the attention (or "pull in") the reader. A
BERT model proved to be superior compared to other approaches when trying to predict
what bit of an article was promoted to become a pull quote. (Bohn and Ling 2020).
In another very interesting study, the authors Tan, Peng and Smith analyzed three decades
of US primary and presidential debates and identified which bits made it into the news
coverage as direct quotes in the week that followed the debate. They recruited human crowd
workers and asked them to predict, given two sentences, which one was more likely to be
used as a direct quote. The result from this experiment was a rather underwhelming accuracy
of 60% - only improving the expected result of a completely random choice by 10 percentage
points. A machine learning approach, however, achieved an accuracy of 66% when a model
was trained on various textual features. (C. Tan, Peng, and Smith 2018) This suggests that
the mechanics behind the choice of quotes are non-trivial for the general public, and that
textual and semantic features not obvious to a human play a role in what makes a sentence
’quotable.’
In the QUOTUS project (Niculae et al. 2015), all speeches made by by President Barack
Obama during his presidency (2009-2017) was matched with articles in many different media
containing parts of a speech as quotes. The study proved a bias based on political stance of
the media, but also demonstrated an unsupervised framework for predicting quoting patterns.
This showed that that it was possible to predict whether a specific quote was picked up by a
specific media based on whether it appeared in other media of similar or dissimilar political
stance.
Finally, the author of present thesis also co-wrote a research project in the fall of 2020
that used BERT to classify quotes in Danish. Using sentences taken from speeches from
the Danish Parliament Folketinget as negative examples and quotes from dr.dk articles as
positive samples, a pretrained BERT model was able to classify sentences correctly with
high accuracy. We achieved F1-scores of between .85 and 0.95 on different news categories.
The best scores was achieved with positive samples belonging to the "sports" category while
we got the lowest scores - as could be expected - when trying to predict on quotes from the
"politik" category, as they are much more closely related to the negative samples (Andersen
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and Mouridsen 2020). This approach, however, treated quote selection as a binary problem,
only distinguishing between sentences labeled as quote or non-quote.
Reviewing the literature I did not find any research that deals with the classification of
quotes based on the identity or role of the speaker in line with the approach I take in this
thesis. Additionally, the research in humanities that deals with the nature and function of
quotes as discussed in the previous section does not seem to have had much impact on the
subfield of news quotes in an NLP and machine learning context. Present thesis is an effort
to help bridge that gap.
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4

Method

The overarching aim of this thesis is to use state of the art NLP techniques to develop a
prototype demonstrating automatic quote detection and quote suggestion in a newsroom
environment. In the sections above I have demonstrated how the intended function of the
quote relies heavily on the role of the speaker, and I have shown how recent research has
found sentiment and emotion to be an increasingly important factor in choosing a quote.
I have also argued why it seems sensible to focus on two main aspects: 1. the role of the
speaker and 2: the tone of voice.
My approach involves a number of data processing, NLP and Machine Learning techniques, and the main steps can be summed up as follows:
1. Identify and pre-process relevant data.
2. Use Named Entity Recognition (NER) to extract the name of the speakers.
3. Develop a custom NER-model to extract role and employer from post quotes
4. Fine-tune a machine learning model with extracted roles and employers as labels and
evaluate its performance
5. Use sentiment analysis to extract emotions and polarity and perform clustering to gain
insights.
6. Integrate trained models and sentiment analysis into a prototype.
In this and the following sections I will describe each process and the results and insights
that follows.

4.1

Data Selection

This project is based on a collection of the urls of about 91.000 articles from dr.dk, spanning a
period of about three years from 2017 to 2020. The articles have been scraped using Beautiful
Soup and the text was extracted from the scraped HTML. The result is a collection of articles
in raw text format along with miscellaneous metadata. Quotes were extracted along with
the verb cue and post quote using Regular Expressions combined with a compiled list of
common verb cues - see Table 2 for the most frequent. The process is described in greater
detail in a previous research project by present author (Andersen and Mouridsen 2020) and
the result is a collection of 321,790 quotes of which 234,589 also have an associated verb
cue and post quote as described in section 2.2.1
The post quotes are of particular interest, as many of them contain useful information
related to our task. Table 3 shows a collection of quotes and related verb cues and post quotes
along with the information that can gained from the post quotes. Very often a name, role,
employer or medium or a combination of those can be extracted literally, while some require
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1
2
3
4
5

Verb Cue

n

siger
fortæller
sagde
lyder
forklarer

74729
5143
4319
4067
3511

Verb Cue
6
7
8
9
10

lød
skriver
mener
udtaler
skrev

n
2457
2406
690
656
431

11
12
13
14
15

Verb Cue

n

vurderer
konstaterer
tilføjer
fortsætter
fortalte

324
248
240
237
216

Verb Cue
16
17
18
19
20

understreger
forklarede
oplyser
fastslår
spørger

n
208
190
182
169
160

Table 2: Top 20 most frequent verb cues
Quote
Jeg ærgrer mig stadig over, at vi spiller så dårligt
i anden halveg. Det er sgu pinligt,
Jeg har sagt til Rex Tillerson, vores vidunderlige
udenrigsminister, at han spilder sin tid ved at prøve at
han forhandle med den lille raketmand),
Midlerne skal bruges til at finansiere merudgifter
til blandt andet pleje og sundhed, når der kommer
flere ældre, og til en styrket indsats mod nedslidning
på arbejdsmarkedet,
Det betyder, at patienten ikke behøver at komme
ind til os på hospitalet eller have kompliceret
sendeudstyr hjemme,
Udenrigsministeriet har tavshedspligt i
personsager og kan ikke oplyse yderligere,
Det vigtigste er, at vores by ikke kun bliver
rengjort for affald og glasskår, men også for
alle former for ekstremisme,
Men jeg synes, at vi spillede god tennis,
og det er rigtig god forberedelse til Wimbledon.
- Den var bare fucking fed! Kim Larsen
er jo ’legenden’,

Verb Cue

Post Quote

Possible metadata

afslutter

landstræneren

role: landstræner

lyder

det fra den amerikanske præsident på Twitter.

role: præsident
employer: USA
medium: Twitter

hedder

det på side 9 i aftaleteksten.

medium: aftaleteksten

fortæller

overlæge Jens Brock Johansen.

name: Jens Brock Johansen
role: overlæge

siger

vagthavende ved Udenrigsministeriets
Borgerservice.

fortæller

en af de fremmødte til ARD, mens han
tager en pause fra oprydningsarbejdet.

[None]

[None]

[None]

fortæller

15-årige Frederik Christensen, der sammen med
vennen Christian Keis stod på forreste række,
da Kim Larsen sammen med Kjukken spillede
sine kendte viser på Vigs Store Scene.

name: Frederik Christensen
role: koncertdeltager
location: Vigs Store Scene
age: 15 år

role: vagthavende
employer: Udenrigsministeriets
Borgerservice
role: fremmødt, deltager i
oprydningsarbejde
medium: ARD

Table 3: Examples of quotes, verb cues and post quotes

a little context. This goes for for the post quote "en af de fremmødte til ARD, mens han tager
en pause fra oprydningsarbejdet." where a human reader can infer from the context, that the
person quoted is involved in "oprydningsarbejde" and therefore must be considered some
sort of "oprydningsarbejder". In the last example, it is not stated explicitly that the source
is a "koncertdeltager", but a human reader understands that from the context. Not included
in the list is the type of verb cue-post quote pairs that carry very little or no information at
all, such as "siger han", "lyder det afsluttende" or "skriver de". Putting such challenging and relatively rare - examples aside, I consider the post quotes a prime target for the task of
Named Entity Recognition.

4.2

Named Entity Recognition

Named Entity Recognition (NER) is the task of identifying named entities in unstructured
text. Name, Location and Organizations are the classic targets for many NER-tools and
models, while a data set like OntoNotes (Weischedel et al. 2013) makes it possible to train
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Word

Donald

Trump

er

præsident

i

USA

og

han

hader

The

New

York

Times

Tag

B-PER

I-PER

O

O

O

B-LOC

O

O

O

B-ORG

I-ORG

I-ORG

I-ORG

Table 4: Example of tagging a sentence in BIO format with the entities of PER = "Donald Trump", LOC =
"USA" and ORG = "The New York Times"

models that look for 18 different categories like monetary values, products or works of art.
Others have gone very specific, and for instance trained models to recognize pharmaceutical
drugs(Korkontzelos et al. 2015) or even descriptions of moves in Japanese chess! (Tomori,
Ninomiya, and Mori 2016)
In this project I use an out-of-the-box NER-tool to extract the names of the person, and
I train a custom NER-model to identify the role and employer of the person as well as the
media (if any) the quote comes from.
4.2.1

BIO-tagging

There are different ways of annotating named entities in texts, but a common and easy to
understand format is BIO as introduced by Ramshaw and Marcus in 1995. The acronym
represents the tags associated with identified entities where ’B’ indicates the Beginning, I
stands for Inside, and ’O’ means that it is Outside of an entity (Ramshaw and Marcus 1995).
Table 4 shows an example of a sentence tagged in BIO format. The format is able to
express that "Donald Trump" is a person whose name spans two words, "USA" is a location
of just one word, and "The New York Times" is the name of an organisation (not location)
consisting of four words. The rest of the words are marked with an ’O’ indicating that they
have no relation to the entities we are looking for.
4.2.2

Extracting names through Flair NER

Many tools designed to extract the most common Named Entities like "name", "location"
and "organisation" exist, and several NLP frameworks like spaCy (Honnibal et al. 2020 and
Flair (Akbik et al. 2019) have built-in models and methods for the task. DaNLP (AlexandraInstitute 2020) is a collection of resources specifically for Danish, and it includes wrappers
for both frameworks and models trained on Danish data. Experiments by Alexandra Institute
has shown Flair to be close to state-of-the-art when extracting named entities in Danish, and
therefore I chose their implementation of the model.
Running a script in Google Colab I extracted NER-tags for all post quotes in my data
collection and stored the resulting names as a separate column in the data. As I have no test
data I was unable to evaluate the model, but manual inspection of hundreds of examples
indicates very high accuracy. The tool correctly extracts virtually every name, including
unique examples like "Fatma Øktem", "Myint Kyaing" and "Irini Angelidaki." I found no
examples of wrongly attributing an organisation or location name to a person, and for instance
in the post quote "psykologen hos Hejmdal undskyldende" it did not fall for the temptation
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to label "Hejmdal" as a person. Only a few errors were seen, like ignoring "Lærke Flader" (a
name consisting of two nouns!), missing the first name of "Ute Wolff Sönksen" and possibly
offending the french branch of the family of "Hans Peter de Place" by throwing out "de
Place".
The performance is very satisfactory as I was able to extract the names of 120.000+ post
quotes in a reasonable amount of time with seemingly very high precision.
4.2.3

Training a custom NER-model

The aim of this sub-task is to train a NER model that can extract relevant entities from a post
quote sentence. As described earlier, the post quote often contains useful information for
identifying the source of the quote. The extraction of names of persons is already taken care
of in the previous section so we tick that one off and focus instead of three seperate entities:
• Role. This is the title or profession ("overlæge", "adm. direktør", "lektor", "retsordfører") of the person or a term describing the role of the person in the article ("mor",
"overlevende", "indbygger").
• Employer. This is the entity the speaker is affiliated with. It can for instance be a
location ("USA", "Odense"), an organisation or company ("Red Barnet", "Rigshospitalet","Facebook") or a government entity ("Udenrigsministeriets Borgerservice"). In
this context it also makes sense not only to catch identifiable entities like "Rigshospitalet" but also general descriptions like "hospitalets", "myndighedernes" or "firmaets".
• Medium. Some quotes are given to other news media ("Nyhedsbureauet Reuters",
"TV2") and then reprintet in the article. Other quotes are credited as coming from
written sources ("pressemeddelelse", "skriftlig kommentar") and also postings on
social media ("tweet", "facebookopdatering") are relatively frequent.
Adopting the guidelines of the BIO-format, I then define 7 possible tags:
Tag

Description

B-ROL
I-ROL
B-EMP
I-EMP
B-MED
I-MED
O

Beginning of Role-entity
Inside Role-entity
Beginning of Employer-entity
Inside Employer-entity
Beginning if Medium-entity
Inside Medium-entity
Outside - not part of relevant entity
Table 5

Using this definition I manually annotated 1995 post quote sentences with the custom
BIO-tags. To aid with the annotation i developed a small tool (screenshot in Figure 2) that
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would tokenize a sentence using a BERT tokenizer and display the tokenized sentence with
ids representing each word. The system then promts the user to enter the ids of the words
that represents roles, employers and media, and the system automaticaly translates those
numbers to a list of BIO-tags. The resulting BIO tags are printed on the screen along with a
color-coded rendition of the text, so the user can verify that the tags have been annotated
correctly. The resulting tags and corresponding tokenized sentences were saved continuously
in a json-file.

Figure 2: Screenshot of the annotator tool

The annotator tool made it possible to annotate 2K sentences in a matter of a few hours as
it was just a case punching in a few numbers - and sentences with no NER-tags could be easily
dealt with by just pressing [enter] three times. This reduced an otherwise overwhelming task
to a feasible one.
Next step was feeding this annotated data to a machine learning model. After manually
handling 2K examples, it seemed evident to me that the position of the words we are looking
for as well as the type of words that surround them play a significant role when judging
whether they describe a role, employer or a medium. And there also seems to be some
common syntactic verb-noun patterns that could be exploited. As described earlier, BERT
is able to pick up on such patterns, and I also suspect that BERT’s way of dealing with
word-pieces and unknown words can be useful when attacking this problem. I therefore
chose to use BERT’s multilingual cased model that includes training data in Danish.
I used the bert-sklearn wrapper (Nainan 2019) by Charles Nainan to finetune a pretrained BERT-model for the specific task of NER. bert-sklearn is based on the Huggingface
Transformers (Wolf et al. 2020) library, but wraps it in an API that makes it compatible with
common Scikit-Learn programming patterns.
This allowed for a relatively friendly interface for the complex inner workings of fine
tuning a BERT model. I trained it for 5 epochs with a learning rate of 5e-5 and a batch size
of 8. I held out 25 percent of the data for final evaluation. As the ’O’-tag is dominant in
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terms of frequency and the other tokens are the ones we are interested in, we tell the model
to ignore the ’O’-labels during validation, as it could otherwise cloud the objective and lead
to poor performance. The results can be seen in Table 6

B-EMP
B-MED
B-ROL
I-EMP
I-MED
I-ROL
O
accuracy
macro avg
weighted avg

precision

recall

f1-score

support

0.82
0.86
0.93
0.74
0.86
0.86
0.99

0.87
0.93
0.93
0.77
0.82
0.76
0.99

0.85
0.90
0.93
0.76
0.84
0.81
0.99

102
87
148
66
39
25
3869

0.87
0.98

0.98
0.87
0.98

4336
4336
4336

0.87
0.98

Table 6: Results of Custom NER-classification

The results are pretty solid with F1-scores in the range of .85 to 0.93 on the B-tags and
0.76 to 0.84 on the I-tags. An F1-score of 0.99 on the O-tags looks very convincing, but it
should be noted that it is by far the dominant token-type and thus not the most fair metric
to judge the model on. But it demonstrates the systems ability to - with high accuracy determine the words that are unrelated to our task.
Table 7 shows examples of the NER_predictor in action on unseen data and it confirms
the convincing performance of the classifier. It is able to pick up both formal titles like
"landekoordinator" (2), "formand" (5) and "talsperson" (3) but also more general descriptions
like "demonstranter" (1) and "biologisk far" (7) even though in the latter example, "biologisk"
and "far" are identified as two separate entities. It is able to pick up on roles spanning more
than one word as in "daglige leder" (10) and it is also able to correctly assign both "doktor"
and "forfatter (9) as roles to the same person. Another nice feature is the ability to correctly
classify a span like "Leicester-målmand" (6) correctly with "målmand" as the role and
"Leicester" as the employer, and it understands that the "V" in parentheses in (8) refers to an
employer. Example (4) demonstrates the classifiers ability to correctly tag spans of several
words, even though it did not see anything quite like the term "NASA Science Mission
Directorate" during training. Examples (10) and (3) demonstrate that also non-specific
references to an entity as "klubbens" or "myndighederne" are classified as employers. Finally
it is worth noticing that the Media-tags are awarded both specific media like "DR Nyheder"
or "Twitter" and general descriptions like "hjemmeside" or "pressemeddelelse."
But no one is perfect - and examples (11) and (14) demonstrate how the role "amabassadør" and "vidnet" are missed by the classifier, and that only the "’" in "3.g’eren" (13) is
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1
2

3

4

5
6
7
8
9

10

Post Quote

Role

det fra en af de fremmødte demonstranter i Beirut.
[’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’B-ROL’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’]
Eva Jordung, landekoordinator i Syrien for Røde Kors til DR Nyheder.
[’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’B-ROL’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’B-EMP’,
’I-EMP’, ’O’, ’B-MED’, ’I-MED’, ’O’]
en talsperson for myndighederne.
[’O’, ’B-ROL’, ’O’, ’B-EMP’, ’O’]

demonstranter

administrator ved NASA Science Mission Directorate, Thomas Zurbuchen i en pressemeddelelse.
[’B-ROL’, ’O’, ’B-EMP’, ’I-EMP’, ’I-EMP’, ’I-EMP’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’B-MED’, ’O’]
Henriette Brockdorff, formand i BUPL København.
[’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’B-ROL’, ’O’, ’B-EMP’, ’I-EMP’, ’O’]
Leicester-målmand Kasper Schmeichel efterfølgende på Twitter.
[’B-EMP’, ’O’, ’B-ROL’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’B-MED’, ’O’]
Karsten Hammelev, der er biologisk far til Thormod.
[’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’B-ROL’, ’B-ROL’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’]
Jakob Ellemann-Jensen (V).
[’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’B-EMP’, ’O’, ’O’]
doktor og forfatter Birgit Kirkebæk.
[’B-ROL’, ’O’, ’B-ROL’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’]
det fra Rosenborgs daglige leder, Tove Moe Dyrhaug, på klubbens hjemmeside.

Employer

Medium

landekoordinator

Røde Kors

DR Nyheder

talsperson

myndighederne

administrator

NASA Science
Mission Directorate

formand

BUPL København

målmand

Leicester

pressemeddelelse

Twitter

biologisk, far
V
doktor, forfatter

daglige leder

Rosenborgs,
klubbens

hjemmeside

Saint

DR Sporten

[’O’, ’O’, ’B-EMP’, ’B-ROL’, ’I-ROL’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’B-EMP’, ’B-MED’, ’O’]
11
12

13
14
15

ambassadør Tobias Elling Rehfeld.
[’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’]
det i svaret fra Paris Saint-Germain til DR Sporten.
[’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’I-EMP’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’,
’B-MED’, ’I-MED’, ’O’]
3.g’eren.
[’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’I-ROL’, ’O’, ’O’]
vidnet, da anklager Jakob Buch-Jepsen spurgte ind til det.
[’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’, ’O’]
præsidenten fra talerstolen.
[’B-ROL’, ’O’, ’B-ROL’, ’O’]

’

præsidenten, talerstolen

Table 7: Examples of extracted entities using a custom trained NER-model. Examples 1-10 are examples of
successful NER while 11-15 contain examples with errors
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awarded the Role-label. In (12) only one token in "Paris Saint-Germain" is correctly classified
as an employer, and in (15) the word "talerstolen" is wrongly classified as a role.
These examples are relatively rare as a manual review of several hundreds of samples
only turned up a few missed or mislabeled entities, and no examples of completely strange
choices were found. Overall the custom NER-model gives more than satisfactory results that
will prove useful in the next phase.
4.2.4

Building a data set with roles and employers

Using the NER-predictor, I was able to extract the roles, employers and media from all post
quotes in the collection. Many quotes have post quotes without much information or no post
quote at all, which means that only a subset of the 300.000+ quotes can be assigned a role,
employer and a medium. An overview is shown in Table 8.
Role

Employer

Medium

Name

Quotes Total

39400

28666

23561

126444

321648

Table 8: Number of quotes with extracted named entities

This still gives us a data set with about 40K quotes assigned to a person with a specific
role and about 30K quotes assigned to someone affiliated with a certain employer. Table 9
shows a Top-20 of the most frequent entities.
In the role category "formand" is the most frequent. This is not surprising as it is a
very broad term for a person leading some organisation which can range from a small
gathering of people of similar interests ("Flyvestation Skrydstrups Naboer"), over NGOs
("Red Barnet"), unions ("Yngre Læger") and public authorities ("Forligsinstitutionen") to
political parties or committees ("retsudvalget"). Generally people in charge are common
sources ("direktør", "leder", "administrerende direktør", "chef") as well as top politicians
("præsident", "borgmester", "minister", "statsminister"), and also people from academia ("professor", "lektor", "forsker") are represented well. Sources on crime ("vagtchef", "advokat",
"politiinspektør", "vicepolitiinspektør") seem to be another group.
On the employer side we have many of the Danish political parties represented, mostly
as acronyms ("S", "V", "SF" etc.) as well as four different universities. DR is represented
twice as "DR’" is picked up as a separate entity, in effect making it the most frequent
employer - to little surprise given the origin of the data. Finally two public institution
("DMI", "Sundhedsstyrelsen") have made it into the top-20 as well as two instances of police
("politiet", "Københavns Politi").
It is interesting to note, that even though titles like "chef", "formand", and "direktør"
are among the high scorers in the role entities, no NGOs, private companies and very few
public authorities are in the list of frequent employers. This is probably due to the fact that
we have a rather limited set of political parties and research institutions whereas the variation
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Role

n

Employer

n

Medium

n

formand
direktør
professor
præsident
minister
borgmester
leder
talsmand
chef
statsminister
administrerende direktør
advokat
vagtchef
korrespondent
lektor
overlæge
politiinspektør
forsker
vicepolitiinspektør
premierminister

2771
2284
1271
911
878
798
718
634
513
503
484
439
417
403
375
357
308
304
301
255

S
DR
V
Københavns Universitet
Aarhus Universitet
politiet
SF
DF
Københavns Politi
Aalborg Universitet
Syddansk Universitet
Venstres
DR ’
Venstre
DMI
partiets
K
LA
Sundhedsstyrelsen
ministeriet

790
741
734
538
441
353
307
289
263
262
221
207
206
200
196
180
170
153
147
140

pressemeddelelse
Twitter
DR Nyheder
DR
Reuters
Ritzau
hjemmeside
pressemeddelelsen
DR Sporten
AFP
avisen
BBC
Politiken
AP
mail
udtalelse
Facebook
The Guardian
Berlingske
CNN

1807
1365
1353
928
824
795
771
705
656
615
590
512
507
503
418
407
401
379
328
327

Table 9: List of the 20 most frequent roles, employers and media
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in interest groups, unions, NGOs and private companies that appear as sources is much larger.
I believe that these findings also strengthen the case for using both role and employer as
separate dimensions when describing the source behind the quote.
I include the Medium column for completeness but for the rest of this thesis I will
concentrate on role and employer and leave the analysis of the media dimension to future
work.
4.2.5

Inferring values

As mentioned above, I was able to extract the roles and employers of about 40K and 30K
quotes respectively. This is a relatively small proportion of the 300.000+ quotes present in
the dataset, and that poses two potential problems:
1. The quotes with an identified role/employer may be unrepresentative as a majority of
the quotes have not been assigned a value, leading to distortion in the data.
2. Low amounts of data can have a negative effect of the quality of the resulting machine
learning models.
In order to remedy these issues, I turn to the larger set of quotes (120K) that have a
speaker identified by name. Many quotes are followed by just a verb cue and the name of
the speaker - for instance "siger Jens Pedersen" or "lyder det afsluttende fra Søren Pape
Poulsen." Exploiting this fact, I processed the data to infer additional roles and employers as
follows:
1. Make a pass on all quotes with an identified speaker name and an assigned role or
employer (or both)
2. Build a dict in the process, storing the counts of each role or employer attributed to
each name.
3. Make a pass on all quotes with names but no assigned role or employer
4. Assign the most frequent role and employer to said name.
For instance, quotes with the name "Anders Samuelsen" are initially assigned to six
different roles: { "udenrigsminister":22, "partileder":4, "formand":3, "erhvervsminister":1,
"politisk leder":1, "leder":1 }. The algorithm then chooses "udenrigsminister" as it is the
most frequent and assigns quotes attributed to Anders Samuelsen to that role if no role has
previously been assigned. The resulting distribution of roles in quotes by Anders Samuelsen
then becomes { "udenrigsminister":161, "partileder":4, "formand":3, "erhvervsminister":1,
"politisk leder":1, "leder":1 }. In this case, the number of quotes with an assigned role
increases by a factor of six, thus greatly improving the data set in terms of quantity.
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This approach also carries a risk of introducing noise in the data, as especially common
names can refer to several different individuals. For instance "Poul Madsen" is probably best
known as "chefredaktør" at "Ekstra Bladet" and this is also the most frequent combination in
the data set - but a different "Poul Madsen" is apparently a "planterådgiver" at the company
"AgriNord" also worth quoting. This could mean that some quotes by the latter is being
mislabeled as being the words of a the former.
This approach also does not take into account that people can have different roles at
different times. For instance, "Ulrik Wilbek" is both quoted in the capacity of "borgmester" of
Viborg and as the former "landstræner" of the Danish National handball teams. The algorithm
does not take this into account as it always picks the most frequent role associated with a
name. This could lead to quotes being attributed to the wrong role, even though the person’s
identity is correct.
It is however my assessment that the benefits of having more data outweighs these
drawbacks and initial experimentation also seems to confirm this. The resulting data set is
almost tripled in size as shown in Table 10.

Initial
After Inference

Role

Employer

39400
102609

28666
82091

Table 10: Number of quotes assigned with role and employer before and after inference.

4.2.6

Reducing the number of unique values

Extracting the roles and the employers gives a great deal of information about the quotes
- but the level of detail is too high to be practical at this stage. The top-20 mentioned just
before is only the very tip of the iceberg - underneath the surface is the fact that 4942 unique
roles were extracted - and a whopping 11215 unique employers. For a classification task, this
represents some issues. First of all, for a classification model to be able to make meaningful
distinctions, we need the classes to be clearly identifiable and separable. Secondly we want
the end result to be useful to us. Thirdly we need each class to contain enough samples to
make the model learn a general pattern rather than just know a lot of very specific examples
by heart. It makes no sense for a system to distinguish between "administrerende overlæge"
and "ledende overlæge", and we would not expect the training data to reflect any difference
between the two categories anyway. Many titles are also used interchangeably, so the same
source might be called both "forskeren", "professoren" and "eksperten" - sometimes even in
the same article. Therefore the goal is to reduce the number of classes to something that is
both sensible and practical.
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Initial experiments with computational clustering yielded unsatisfactory results so a
decision was made to manually divide different roles and employers into a set of defined
categories.
Unique roles and employers was ranked by frequency, so the most common roles was
prioritized. A simple rule based approach using different regular expressions was applied
to speed up the process. For instance all roles ending with "-ordfører" or "-minister" was
mapped to the "politiker" type, "-chef" and "-direktør" was mapped to "leder" and "-læge"
was mapped to "sundhedsperson." Table 11 shows examples of mappings.
Role

Mapped to

centerchef
kommunikationsdirektør
skatteminister
chefpolitiinspektør
udlændingeordfører
landsholdsspiller
pressetalsmand
adjunkt
erhvervskorrespondent
klinikchef

leder
leder
politiker
politi
politiker
sportsperson
talsperson
ekspert
journalist
sundhedsperson

Table 11: Examples of specific roles mapped to a more generic role type

This was a laborious process and due to time and resource constraints I stopped after
mapping approx 2300 roles and 2400 employers to their respective types. As they were sorted
by frequency before the manual mapping process, this meant that the less frequent roles and
employers were less likely to be mapped. This approach resulted in the vast majority of roles
being mapped along with about two thirds of the employers as shown in Table 12.
This concludes the feature extraction with regards to role and employer, and the data is
now ready to be used for training.

4.3

Finetuning BERT

As discussed in section 2, the BERT model comes pre-packaged with a general "understanding" of language due to extensive pre-training. Fine-tuning is the process of building an extra
layer of "knowledge" on top of a pre-trained model by training it on new data for a specific
task. In our case we would like our BERT model to be able give us some measure of the
"quoteworthiness" or "quotability" of a sentence with respect to the type of source we want
the quote to be from. This requires the model to know the difference between quotes from
different types of persons, in effect turning it in to a classification problem. In the previous
step we succeeded in annotating about 90K and 60K quotes with information about role
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Role Type

n

Employer Type

n

leder
politiker
ekspert
case
journalist
sportsperson
politi
talsperson

31994
21268
16987
7240
7084
4351
3010
2287

politisk organisation
forskning og uddannelse
medie
interesseorganisation
offentlig myndighed
politi og beredskab
sport
geografisk entitet
sundhed
privat virksomhed
kulturel institution
finans

15800
8822
8016
7601
6334
3630
2119
1386
1318
1143
1073
991

Total
Not mapped

93130
9479

58233
36936

Table 12: Result after mapping specific roles and employers to general types

and employer respectively. We will use this as the training data to effectively change our
"generalist" model into two "specialists" with the following top competences:
1. Read a quote - and identify the role of the speaker.
2. Read a quote - and identify the employer of the speaker.
The process of fine tuning the two models is described in the following.
4.3.1

Technical implementation

Using the bert-sklearn (Nainan 2019) framework i wrote a script to fine-tune a pre-trained
BERT model. I used Google Colab as it gives access to GPU computing resources that
reduces training time to hours rather than days. I slimmed down the data set to contain only
the quotes as features and the role types and employer types as labels and then split it into a
larger training set (75%) and a smaller test set (25%).
Initially I trained on a small subset (n=2000) of the data using Scikit-Learns GridSearch
to find the optimal combination of hyper parameters which lead to the following combination
of parameters:
• learning_rate = 2e-5
• model.gradient_accumulation_steps = 1
• num_mlp_layers = 0
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where num_mlp_layers is the number of layers in the final Multi Layered Perceptron
(MLP) classifier. A 0 means that it is actually not an MLP classifier but instead a linear
classifier as the final classification layer. Training the model for 9 epochs - the maximum the
hardware limitations and avaliablility of GPU ressourcs at Google Colab allowed - yielded
the loss curve presented in Figure 3. It shows how the training loss keeps decreasing for
each additional epoch of training, while the validation loss only decreases initially and starts
increasing after about 3 epochs. This suggests that the optimal number of epochs for training
is in the range of 2-3 as more training has a high risk of resulting in overfitting. I report on
the results on the classification in the Results section.

Figure 3: Traning and validation loss during training for 9 epochs.

4.4

Sentiment extraction

Sentiment Analysis is the task of extracting sentiment or expression of human emotion or
opinion from a text. Several tools exist, including some that specifically handle Danish. I
decided to use the recent DaNLP tools of BertTone and BertEmotion (Alexandra-Institute
2020) - specifically as wrapped in the DaCy pipeline by Kenneth Enevoldsen. (Enevoldsen
2021) BertTone is a BERT emotion model finetuned on the pretrained Danish BERT model
from BotXO (Møllerhøj 2019) with manually annotated data from Twitter and the European
Parliament. BertEmotion is trained in the same way but with data from DR’s Facebook page
and annotated with eight different emotions.
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DaCy is built on top of the popular NLP framework spaCy and adds a layer of specific
Danish NLP tools to the SpaCy pipeline. In this case i specifically used DaCys implementation of BertTone and BertEmotion.
Using DaCy as a framework I was able to extract the polarity of each quote - meaning
whether it is considered positive, negative or neutral in its stance. Rather than use the
ternary positive-neutral-negative labels I extracted the probability of each label for a richer
representation where high and low degrees of confidence are also expressed.
I also extracted the dominant emotion of each quote. Examples of quotes with their
extracted polarity scores and dominant emotion are shown in Table 13
Quote

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

Den fungerer fuldstændig ligesom en græsslåmaskine, man kan have derhjemme i haven.
Den sejler rundt indenfor et område, som vi har afgrænset, og så samler den affald op,
som den får fat på undervejs
Vi vil ikke finde os i, at der bliver råbt sådanne ting til vores kampe.
Det er et meget foruroligende fund. At kunne isolere plastikfibre i dyr på næsten
11 kilometers dybde viser omfanget af problemet
Og jeg er aldrig kommet på noget, der tilnærmelsesvis er nået den størrelse,
som vi snakker om her
Der er altid nogle steder, hvor skrigene bare er højere, og kærligheden er renere.
Sådan er Danmark. Når jeg hopper ud blandt publikum og siger: "Tak, fordi I kom",
så mærker jeg bare kærligheden den lille smule mere her - og det siger jeg direkte fra hjertet.
Jeg ved ikke, hvad det er for noget pjat, det her
Jeg kan sagtens forstå landboformandens bekymring. Spørgsmålet om at hegne ind
kan virke meget sympatisk.
Det gjorde ikke tingene bedre, at jeg skulle skifte cykel. Jeg kom dog op til gruppen,
der skulle spurte om fjerdepladsen. Men jeg havde krampe op til begge ører

Positive

Neutral

Negative

Dominant Emotion

0.002

0.996

0.001

Forventning/Interrese

0.003

0.615

0.381

Foragt/Modvilje

0.001

0.001

0.998

Frygt/Bekymret

0.017

0.972

0.008

Overasket/Målløs

0.991

0.004

0.004

Glæde/Sindsro

0.003

0.068

0.929

Sorg/trist

0.337

0.023

0.639

Tillid/Accept

0.064

0.934

0.001

Vrede/Irritation

Table 13: Examples of quotes and extracted sentiments. Spelling mistakes in ’Interrese’ and ’Overasket’ are per
the implementation and left unedited for reasons of congruency.

It is interesting to note that the dominant emotions to a large extent make intuitive
sense when reading the quote, and that they seem to complement the polarity scores in an
interesting way. Quote (4) is labeled as neutral, but the model picks up on an emotion of
surprise, and the same can be said for quote (8) where the feeling of irritation is clear to the
human reader. While many of the polarity results give a clear win to one of the labels, it is
also common to have quotes that are a bit harder to classify as either-or as in (7) or (2).

Figure 4: Distribution of emotion

Figure 5: Distribution of polarity

As Figure 5 and 4 show, the distribtion of emotions is heavily skewed towards the
"Forventning/Interrese" category accounting for almost 40% of the samples, roughly the
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same as the runner-ups - the more negatively laden "Foragt/Modvilje" and "Frygt/Bekymret"
- combined. The least frequent emotion is "Vrede/Irritation" that accounts for just 1,6%. On
the other hand is the distribution of the polarity with the highest probability quite evenly
balanced with the "neutral" quotes slightly ahead against the tied "positive" and "negative."
4.4.1

Clustering on sentiments

Recalling the discussion on the functionality of the quote and how different quotes are chosen
to perform certain functions in an article, I hypothesised that there might be some patterns in
the quotes revealed by their sentiment features. To test this hypothesis I ran the K-Means
clustering algorithm on the data, using the three polarity scores and a one-hot encoding of
the eight emotions as features for a total of 11 features.

Figure 6: Elbow-plot with k in the range of [1 ..9]

Experimenting with different values for k revealed an elbow plot as shown in Figure 6
that indicates k=3 as reasonable number of clusters and a somewhat weaker case for a k=6. I
did however consider 3 as a rather unadventurous choice as I suspected it would just catch
the three main polarity scores and largely ignore the emotions. I therefore decided on k=6,
realizing that the clustering might end up a little fuzzy, as the relatively shallow slope of the
elbow plot also suggests.
Figure 7 shows a visualization of the clustering after using PCA to reduce the number
of dimensions from 11 to two. As suspected, there is not a crystal clear separation between
clusters, although most clusters show some concentration around the corners and edges in
the visualization. All clusters but cluster 5 seems to occupy a corner each, suggesting that the
samples close to a corner is quite clearly defined as belonging to said cluster. But as we get
closer to the boundaries of the cluster, the choice becomes less obvious, and for the samples
bordering other clusters the choice of cluster seems a little arbitrary.
Calculating the mean values per feature for each cluster gives an idea of the determining
factors in how the clusters are assigned - and perhaps some interesting insights. Figure 8
shows a spider plot of the six different clusters. It shows that the polarity scores are very strong
determinators of clusters with the emotion assignments playing second fiddle. But it also
shows that the two most frequent emotions, "Forventning/Interrese" and "Foragt/Modvilje"
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Figure 7: PCA plot of sentiment features. Polarity provides "positive", "negative" and "neutral" as continuous
features and the eight emotions are encoded as one-hot vectors

are significant drivers, and that there is a quite clear division between the different emtotions,
as each cluster tends to have a distinct "favorite emotion." In Figure 9 I have normalized
the values to the range of [0-1] across the differint clusters. This gives a false impression
of the absolute impact of the emotions on the clustering, but it gives a clearer sense of how
emotions and polarity are linked. It is quite clear - and sensible - that "negativ" and the
three emotions "Sorg/trist", "Frygt/Bekymret", "Foragt/Modvilje" and "Vrede/Irritation" are
closely correlated. And similarily, "positiv" is clearly in cohorts with "Tillid/Accept" and
"Glæde/Sindsro". Two clusters score high on the "neutral" dimension, but one is very fixed
on the "Forventning/Interrese" category, while the other one (the yellowish) can probably
best be described as "mixed emotions"...
All these results look pleasantly sensible and logical and boost my confidence in the
BERT Tone And BERT Emotion models as good interpreters of polarity and emotion in
Danish texts. My initial idea was to use the extracted clusters as labels to train a classification
model. But witnessing the performance of the two models it seems like a downgrade to go
from 4 descriptive features (positive-negative-neutral-emotion) to just the one identifying
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Figure 8: Spider plot. Actual values.

Figure 9: Spider plot. Features normalized.

the cluster. Therefore I aim to implement the two models as-is in the final prototype for the
project.
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5

Results

In this section I report on the results of the fine-tuned BERT models for role and employerprediction. I compare both models with a basic BoW baseline approach. Tables 14, 15, 16
and 17 show the results.
On a general level the BoW approach shows decent performance with a weighted
average f1-score of 0.45 and 0.43 respectively on the role and the employer prediction task.
BERT increases those scores to 0.50 and 0.48, an absolute increase of 5 percentage points,
translating to a relative increase of 11% and 12% respectively. While I would have liked to
see higher scores it is still a significant increase, and I consider getting it right roughly half
of the time respectable performance on 8 and 12 class classification problems.
precision

recall

f1-score

support

case
ekspert
journalist
leder
politi
politiker
sportsperson
talsperson

0.31
0.43
0.38
0.47
0.48
0.51
0.47
0.37

0.19
0.49
0.26
0.58
0.33
0.45
0.45
0.15

0.24
0.46
0.31
0.52
0.39
0.48
0.46
0.22

1316
2870
1011
5380
587
3687
772
423

accuracy
macro avg
weighted avg

0.43
0.45

0.36
0.46

0.46
0.38
0.45

16046
16046
16046

Table 14: Role. BoW baseline.

5.1

precision

recall

f1-score

support

case
ekspert
journalist
leder
politi
politiker
sportsperson
talsperson

0.38
0.51
0.43
0.51
0.44
0.55
0.56
0.27

0.27
0.50
0.39
0.57
0.44
0.55
0.50
0.24

0.32
0.51
0.41
0.54
0.44
0.55
0.53
0.25

1344
2957
929
5439
568
3591
787
431

accuracy
macro avg
weighted avg

0.46
0.50

0.43
0.50

0.50
0.44
0.50

16046
16046
16046

Table 15: Role. Finetuned BERT.

Role classification

Inspecting the scores on the individual classes (focusing on the BERT results) reveals that
the most frequent classes "leder", "politiker" and "expert" all rank among the highest scoring
classes with f1-scores in the range of 0.51-0.55, an expected result due to their strength in
numbers. It is interesting to note, however, that "sportsperson" actually snatches the bronze
medal from the "ekspert" category despite a much lower support, and it even achieves the
highest precision of all. This is probably due to sports being a very specific domain where
quotes often contain words and phrases ("halvleg", "score" etc.) more unlikely to appear
in other categories. The "case" category struggles especially with a low recall, meaning
that many quotes that should have been attributed to a "case" are being assigned to other
classes. This is probably due to the rather broad definition of a "case" which can range from
everything from the mother of a sick child over concert goers to earthquake survivors in a
foreign country. Finally it is interesting to observe that the "talsperson" is by far the worst
performing category with an f1-score of only 0.25. This does, however, make perfect sense
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when recalling that a "talsperson" (spokesperson) is in fact a stand-in for someone else who
could belong to almost any other category.

Figure 10: Confusion Matrix - Role

The confusion matrix in Figure 10 confirms this hypothesis as a large proportion (40%)
of the true "talsperson" samples are assigned to a "leder" - which the "talsperson" may in fact
actually represent in the given quote. Also "politi" and "politiker" are popular mislabelings,
which fits nicely with the job description of a "talsperson." Looking at the bigger picture
as revealed by the confusion matrix, it can be seen that the majority label "leder" has an
almost magnetic attraction and is by far the most common destination for predictions that
miss their target. This is probably due to the inbalance of the classes with "leder" being the
most common. Downsampling the most frequent classes might remedy this problem - I leave
this for future work.

5.2

Employer classification

Turning our attention to the employer category and the results in Table 17 we observe that
the increase in f1 score can be mostly attributed to a much better recall score. A class like
"politisk organisation" achieves a very good score of 0.70, meaning that more than two thirds
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of all the quotes made by someone from a political organisation are correctly classified as
such. The categories "medie" and "sport" also perform well with f1 scores over 0.50, while
the model struggles to identify especially "geografisk entitet." This may be due to the fact
that this category spans everything from a small Danish county ("Fanø") to a global super
power ("USA").
precision

recall

f1-score

support

precision

recall

f1-score

support

finans
forskning og uddannelse
geografisk entitet
interesseorganisation
kulturel institution
medie
offentlig myndighed
politi og beredskab
politisk organisation
privat virksomhed
sport
sundhed

0.47
0.38
0.45
0.33
0.45
0.43
0.39
0.53
0.51
0.40
0.49
0.63

0.14
0.52
0.14
0.29
0.17
0.44
0.30
0.48
0.65
0.12
0.34
0.19

0.21
0.44
0.21
0.31
0.25
0.44
0.34
0.50
0.57
0.19
0.40
0.29

146
1407
239
1273
202
1061
1209
704
2569
178
335
235

finans
forskning og uddannelse
geografisk entitet
interesseorganisation
kulturel institution
medie
offentlig myndighed
politi og beredskab
politisk organisation
privat virksomhed
sport
sundhed

0.42
0.46
0.35
0.33
0.38
0.60
0.36
0.52
0.59
0.33
0.50
0.32

0.36
0.50
0.12
0.31
0.30
0.60
0.28
0.53
0.70
0.26
0.54
0.27

0.39
0.48
0.18
0.32
0.34
0.60
0.32
0.52
0.64
0.29
0.51
0.29

222
2042
377
1719
223
1697
1585
922
3742
280
467
300

accuracy
macro avg
weighted avg

0.45
0.44

0.31
0.44

0.44
0.35
0.43

9558
9558
9558

accuracy
macro avg
weighted avg

0.43
0.48

0.40
0.49

0.49
0.41
0.48

13576
13576
13576

Table 16: Employer. BoW baseline.

Table 17: Employer. Finetuned BERT.

The confusion matrix in Figure 11 gives another level of insight, as we can see that many
of the misclassifications can be intuitively explained. "Geografisk entitet", "interesseorganisation" and "offentlig myndighed" are frequently confused with "politisk organisation" probably due to the fact that those domains tend to be occupied with many of the same
topics and issues. The high frequency of "politisk organisation" probably amplifies this. Both
"kulturel institution" and "sundhed" tend to be confused with "forskning og uddannelse"
which can also be explained by the often shared interests of the three different kinds of
institutions.
Concluding this section I argue that the successes and failures of the model can be
explained by human intuition and domain knowledge. And I consider this to make up for the
numerically less convincing results. The performance of the models is thus acceptable for
deployment in a working prototype.
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Figure 11: Confusion Matrix - Employer
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6

Prototype

In this section I introduce a prototype for automatic quote selection. It is publicly available
at https://quoteselector.herokuapp.com

6.1

Introducing QuoteSelector

QuoteSelector is a tool for extracting short quotes from long texts. It allows the user to
choose from a list of documents and select the features (role, employer, polarity, emotion)
the text should be evaluated on. Based on the models discussed previously in this thesis it
assigns a score to each sentence and presents the rankings to the user. A screenshot of the
user interface is shown in Figure 12

Figure 12: Screenshot of QuoteSelector

The right side of the screen presents the raw text as a form of heatmap where each
sentence is color coded according to its relevance based in the selected criteria. Red hues
signal low relevance, while green indicates high relevance. On the left side the result is
shown as top-10 lists of most relevant and least relevant sentences.
The intended use case is a reporter with a very long interview transcript and a very short
deadline who feeds a text to the system for a fast overview of where the interesting bits may
be, according to the needs of the story. It also has potential to be deployed in a modified
form to for instance monitor social media postings, scan incoming press releases or internal
statistical analysis of an organisations news production.
Figure 13 shows how QuoteSelector renders the Danish Wikipedia entry on "Danmark"
as a heatmap when the selected role is "Ekspert", the selected employer is "Finans" and the
two sentiment features are set to "None". Only a part of the total text is shown here, but it
illustrates how the system clearly prefers some parts of the text to others. The upper part of
the text is concerned with the geography and climate of Denmark, and the red hues indicates
that the system finds those sentences highly irrelevant as potential quotes from an expert
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Figure 13: Heatmap of section of Danish Wikipedia article about Denmark with role = "Ekspert" and employer =
"Finans".

within the field of finance. The bottom part deals with infrastructure and energy policy, and
according to the system it contains only slightly more quoteworthy content, illustrated by
a delicate shift towards orange nuances. It is the middle part, however, that seems to have
caught the attention of QuoteSelector. The color coding with green hues tells the user that
the top candidates for quotes are found here, along with a good selection of sentences in the
yellow part of the spectrum - indicating that they might also hold some potential. As this
happens to be the section that describes the economy of Denmark, it does seem appropriate
that the models prefer sentences from that specific part of the article.
Figures 14 and 15 show the five sentences with the highest and lowest scores along with
their corresponding color coding. It can be observed that the best scores all evolve around
the themes of economy and fiscal policy. It should also be noted that all but one come from
the section highlighted in Figure 13 while sentence (4) stems from a section on Danish post
war history and is specifically concerned with the economic crisis of 1973.
The sentences deemed most irrelevant in this context contain information about diverse
subjects like education, politics, the Cartoon Crisis and historical monuments. Most of them
just state a simple fact ("Statsministeren, Mette Frederiksen, er regeringschef") and the poor
performing sentences tend to be shorter than the best performing ones. None of them contain
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Figure 14: Top 5 quotes chosen from Danish Wikipedia article about Denmark with role = "Ekspert" and
employer = "Finans"

Figure 15: Bottom 5 quotes chosen from Danish Wikipedia article about Denmark with role = "Ekspert" and
employer = "Finans"

references to the domain of economy, finance, money, business or similar, and my personal
assessment of the sentences also support the claim by the system that they are unlikely
candidates for quotes coming from a financial expert.
6.1.1

Technical implementation

QuoteSelector is a web app based on the Flask (Grinberg 2018) framework running on the
Heroku cloud platform. The frontend is written in HTML and JavaScript and styled with
CSS, and it communicates with a Python backend.
The predictions on the texts are pre-calculated in a Google Colab notebook2 running
on a GPU as the calculations are quite demanding on the hardware, making longer texts
impractical to process on a cpu.
At present it is therefore not possible for the user to select her own texts for analysis but is
limited to the pre-processed texts in drop down list. The running version is meant to demonstrate the intended functionality, while an actual deployment in a newsroom environment
would likely need to address this issue.
6.1.2

Scoring

In the prediction phase on the Google Colab, the raw text is tokenized to individual sentences,
and the resulting list is fed to four different models, namely the two custom NER-models for
classification of role and employer, and the sentiment models described earlier for predicting
polarity and emotion.
2 https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1wvy5za15x4i9pDHoU33d8jZQLAMqRJIT?usp=

sharing
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Role

Score

Employer

Score

Polarity

Score

Emotion

Score

case
ekspert
journalist
leder
politi
politiker
sportsperson
talsperson

0.438
0.023
0.056
0.195
0.008
0.165
0.104
0.011

finans
forskning og uddannelse
geografisk entitet
interesseorganisation
kulturel institution
medie
offentlig myndighed
politi og beredskab
politisk organisation
privat virksomhed
sport
sundhed

0.013
0.048
0.092
0.135
0.037
0.142
0.060
0.041
0.199
0.038
0.123
0.012

positive
neutral
negative

0.999
0.001
0.000

Glæde/Sindsro
Tillid/Accept
Forventning/Interrese
Overasket/Målløs
Vrede/Irritation
Foragt/Modvilje
Sorg/trist
Frygt/Bekymret

0.036
0.001
0.858
0.086
0.001
0.002
0.013
0.003

Table 18: Example of scores awarded to the sentence "Måtte det nye år blive et år, der bringer os mange glæder,
og hvor vi fortsat husker på at være der for hinanden."

The result is a list of scores for each model mapped to the different classes. Table 18
shows how the sentence "Måtte det nye år blive et år, der bringer os mange glæder, og hvor
vi fortsat husker på at være der for hinanden" from the Queen of Denmarks new years speech
is scored. The system judges this sentence as being most likely a from a "case", the most
likely employer is considered "politisk organisation", the sentences is without any doubt
"positive" and the dominant emotion is "Forventning/Interesse."
This makes it possible to calculate a combined score for any combination of selected
features using the simple formula:
Scombined = Srole × Semployer × S polarity × Semotion

(1)

with Scombined being the combined score and Srole , Semployer , S polarity and Semotion being
the scores of the features selected by the user. Using the sentence mentioned above as an
example, and chosing the highest scoring features, the combined score becomes
Scombined = 0.438 × 0.199 × 0.999 × 0.858 = 0.075

(2)

When all combined scores are calculated for the selected combination of features, they
are scaled to be in the range of 0 to 1. In the user interface this translates to sentences with a
score of 0 to be bright red and scores close to 1 to be bright green with the intermediate values
having shades corresponding to their value. The scores presented to the user are therefore
always relative to the given document and the selected features.

6.2

Performance and results

Evaluation a prototype like QuoteSelector is a little tricky, as no quantitative measures can be
reasonably be used. What we have at our disposal is some human understanding of language,
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empathy and domain knowledge to judge whether the system makes choices that seem
appropriate and make intuitive sense.
As an example I use a document containing a random selection of 1000 subtitles from
movies and television and run predictions on it. I then choose different combinations of role,
employer, polarity and emotion and observe the results.
6.2.1

Role and Employer

An example focusing on the role/employer relation is shown in Table 19. At a glance it
is obvious that the models choose very specific quotes related to the selected categories.
No quotes appear in more than one list, indicating that the architecture supports the aim of
finding quotes suited for a specific situation rather than the general "golden quote".
It is also striking how the different role/employer combinations reflect very different and
specific domains. The combination of "leder/chef" and "finans" is clearly business related,
the "Politi" quotes are clearly related to crime and the "ekspert" and "sundhed" combo surely
sounds like the words of a health professional. Recalling the relatively low score of the "case"
category as reported in the previous section, it is interesting to note how it still clearly seems
to express a certain "feel" or theme. The "case" quotes are related to domestic or personal
themes like getting kids to piano lessons, working, finding somewhere to spend the night and
religious belief - with the odd wish to murder someone thrown in!
The "Sport" category is also very sharply defined and reveals how certain words seemingly play a decisive role in the classification. Terms like "kamp", "kæmpede", "spille",
"bold", "boksebold" and "træner" stand out. And it is interesting to note that a quote related
to a person trying to hold on to his job as a priest is included, probably due to the football
term "tackle" being used in the sentence.
This behavior would also be likely in simpler models based on a BoW approach. But
it should also be pointed out that some examples contain words and phrases that are likely
to have been very rare or even non existent during training. Example (4) in the "Finans"
quotes refers to "bossen" which would be a very unusual reference to the head of a company
in formal Danish as well as the (possibly fictional) company of EuroTech. Quote (3) in the
"Sundhed" section mentions a long list of drugs, most of which are not part of the training
data I provided. I hypothesize that the high scores of sentences like these are due to the fact
that the BERT model is able to infer a "closeness" between similiar terms and sentences
because of the intensive pre-training it has been subjected to - as well as the word-piece
architecture that allows it to make an educated guess even on words it has never seen before.
And I attribute the convincing performance of the prototype in part to these features.
6.2.2

Polarity and Emotion

Adding polarity and emotion to the mix also yields some interesting results. Table 20 shows
how the five best rated sentences in the "case" category change as different polarity and
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Role = "Leder/chef", Employer = "Finans"
1
2
3
4
5

Du fik at vide, at hvis nye investorer dukker op... Du havde væltet forretningsverdenen, hvis du ikke var blevet mor. (1.0000 )
Væksten er financieret af Floridas Sikkerhedsfond. (0.8595 )
Et par tidligere direktører mener, at dette kaos er resultatet af dårligt blod mellem os. (0.7500 )
Okay alle sammen, bossen vil have alt koncentreret om EuroTech. (0.6058 )
Jeg har hørt, hun trækker sine egne kunder til nu. (0.3593 )

Role = "Politi", Employer = "Politi og Beredskab"
1
2
3
4
5

Han blev stukket flere gange med en ukendt genstand. (1.0000 )
Vi følger med via satellit, lokale nyheder og det lokale politi. (0.7154 )
Vi antog at mordene var tilfældige, at hvem som helst kunne gå i fælderne. (0.5811 )
Sergent Anders har været hos militærpolitiet i to år. (0.3956 )
Vi fandt nogle af pengene, men mistænkte sprang på et tog. (0.3660 )

Role = "Ekspert", Employer = "Sundhed"
1
2
3
4
5

Jeg kan give hende en blodplade-transfusion og sinke det. (1.0000 )
Patienten er en hvid mand, midt i 30’erne, med et benbrud, brækkede ribben, hudafskrabninger, og muligvis brækket hals. (0.9943 )
Der er en gammel Italiensk regel som hårdt oversat siger, Vi tog morfin, diamorfin, cyclozin, kodein, temazepam...
nitrazepam, phenobarbital, amylnitrit... dextropropoxyphen, metadon, nalbuphin, pentazocin... buprenorfin, rohypnol. (0.7713 )
Mit seksualseminar fik en patient med prostatakræft frem. (0.6339 )
Du ruller dig ikke i giftig efeu eller slår dig, så du skal sys. (0.6019 )

Role = "Case-person", Role = [NONE]
1
2
3
4
5

Jeg lovede Grace at køre den mellemste til klavertime. (1.0000 )
Lad os alle bede til Faderen med de ord, Vor Frelser har os givet. (0.9940 )
Jeg sagde til ham, at jeg skulle spille en af mændene i filmen. (0.9816 )
Jeg arbejder her bare, fordi jeg får en seng at sove i i stedet for kirkens kælder. (0.9610 )
Første gang jeg har villet dræbe nogen var da jeg så Charlie på hospitalet. (0.9492 )

Role = "Sportsperson", Employer = "Sport"
1
2
3
4
5

Jeg tror, det ville være bedre, hvis du ikke kom til næste kamp. (1.0000 )
Han kæmpede mod russerne, mens vi løb og spillede bold. (0.9990 )
Jeg skal tackle dem, så jeg kan fortsætte som præst. (0.9765 )
De vidste, at ved at sætte en som dig, som er hurtig på aftrækkeren, der hvor jeg går før kampen, ville det ende galt. (0.9495 )
Ja, det er min boksebold og hvis du bruger den tror folk, at jeg træner dig. (0.9147 )

Table 19: Top 5 quotes of different combinations of role and employer

emotions are chosen. I note the fact that even though most quotes are substituted as the
sentiment change, they virtually all still fit within the realm of personal experience and
human life as would be expected from the "case" category.
The quotes judged on polarity seem to reflect their category quite well. The "negative"
examples are concerned with pain, accidents, fear and negative concepts like "ond", "grum",
"udnyttet" and "manipuleret". The "neutral" ones are much more to the point, mostly just
stating factual information without a display of emotion. And the "positive" examples also
live up to their label with the winner speaking about "have det godt og være glad og i live"
and the runner ups contain terms and phrases like, "flot", "søge et bedre liv" and "sande
elskede".
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The quotes that are coupled with the the "Frygt/bekymring" emotion also demonstrate
a sense of anxiety in most cases, although it is open for intepretation whether the highest
scoring sentence "Første gang jeg har villet dræbe nogen var da jeg så Charlie på hospitalet"
actually represents fear or something else. I also observe that this specific quote was labeled
as a "neutral" quote when scored by "polarity"
The "Glæde/sindsro" quotes are less clearly defined as the previous examples. Although
some of them have a romance vibe it is hard to see why a quote about homework (4) can bring
"glæde" - although I guess that knowing one has a bed for the night (3) is bound to bring
about a sense of "sindsro"... As a final observation I notice that the sentence "Jeg kyssede
ømt min mor og tænkte på hendes smerte da de knappede hendes navle op" is considered as a
having "Glæde/sindsro" as the dominant emotion while the polarity is considered "negative."
It looks like the emotion classifier is more preoccupied with the first "kyssede ømt min mor"
part, while the polarity classifier has more emphasis on the gory ending "tænkte på hendes
smerte da de knappede hendes navle op".
Whether this should be considered a feature or a bug is open for debate - but it does
contribute to a more nuanced interpretation of the sentiment evaluation and show how the
polarity and emotion models complement each other, rather than just having some emotions
more or less being synonymos with a given polarity.
6.2.3

Real World Application

QuoteSelector is to be considered a proof-of-concept prototype, demonstrating how a trained
AI could potentially support a journalist in a newsroom workflow. An actual deployment in a
professional news organisation is probably some iterations away, but I believe that with this
prototype I have shown an interesting application of AI and machine learning to journalism.
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Polarity: "Negative"
1
2
3
4
5

Jeg kyssede ømt min mor og tænkte på hendes smerte da de knappede hendes navle op. (1.0000 )
Ja, det lyder fantastisk men jeg er ærligt talt en smule distraheret lige nu for min søn har lige brækket sin arm. (0.9998 )
Men ikke fordi du vil have din egen bruser og er bange for, de andre nonner ser din sjover. (0.9992 )
Hvis du mangler kærlighed, Så vær ond, grum og led Vi kender ikke navnet på den, men den får os til at gøre ting. (0.9502 )
Jeg følte mig så udnyttet, så manipuleret at jeg bare blev forelsket. (0.9482 )

Polarity: "Neutral"
1
2
3
4
5

Jeg lovede Grace at køre den mellemste til klavertime. (1.0000 )
Jeg sagde til ham, at jeg skulle spille en af mændene i filmen. (0.9807 )
Jeg arbejder her bare, fordi jeg får en seng at sove i i stedet for kirkens kælder. (0.9564 )
Vi løb hen mod Stargaten, men lysningen fyldtes med jaffaer. (0.9373 )
Første gang jeg har villet dræbe nogen var da jeg så Charlie på hospitalet. (0.9276 )

Polarity: "Positive"
1
2
3
4
5

Jeg vil bare have det godt og være glad og i live. (1.0000 )
Det er nu flot, at hun har mod til at forlade dig og søge et bedre liv. (0.9806 )
Jeg tænkte bare, at du ville have godt af at more dig lidt. (0.8903 )
Han bad mig fortælle dig han var taget hen for at se Victoria fordi han er ked af det,
men han har fundet sin sande elskede og han vil tilbringe resten af sit liv med hende. (0.8808 )
hvor folk har plads og lader mig være med og med åbne arme ta’r imod mig, som jeg er
Du fandt selv på noget, som goo-goo, gaa-gaa baby sprog. (0.8754 )

Emotion: "Frygt/bekymring"
1
2
3
4
5

Første gang jeg har villet dræbe nogen var da jeg så Charlie på hospitalet. (1.0000 )
Jeg bliver bare lidt nervøs, når jeg er alene med ham. (0.9828 )
Men ikke fordi du vil have din egen bruser og er bange for, de andre nonner ser din sjover. (0.9706 )
Da jeg mødte dig, var jeg fuldstændig målrettet, fordi jeg var bange. (0.8076 )
Jeg frygter, jeg aldrig kommer til at forlade Camelot. (0.7801 )

Emotion: "Glæde/sindsro"
1
2
3
4
5

Jeg kyssede ømt min mor og tænkte på hendes smerte da de knappede hendes navle op. (1.0000 )
Jeg valgte en romantisk bog og bad hende komme lidt før. (0.9929 )
Jeg arbejder her bare, fordi jeg får en seng at sove i i stedet for kirkens kælder. (0.9603 )
Jeg har de lektier med, som vi fik, mens du var væk. (0.8963 )
Vi kunne spise frokost sammen - på din skole hver dag,hvis du havde lyst. (0.8924 )

Table 20: Highest scoring quotes of Role="Case" and Employer = "None" for different polarities and emotions.
When polarity is selected, emotion=[None] and when emotion is selected, polarity=[None]
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7

Discussion

I this section I discuss the outcome of this thesis and reflect upon some of the ethical questions
that it entails.

7.1

Quality of results and prototype

Overall, I am pleased with how putting together a combination of NER-models, classification
models and sentiment analysis has resulted in a working prototype for automatic quote
selection that seems to produce sensible results. It is very encouraging to see that even though
the scores on the role and employer classifier were not too impressive, the models perform
remarkably well when deployed in the prototype and have clearly learned useful information
from the training data.
Several factors may have impacted the classification results in a negative way. First of
all, using automated feature extraction introduces the risk of errors in the data. In this project
there are several steps where things can go wrong, contributing to noise in the data. To
begin with, the extraction of quotes can be faulty, if there are typos in the articles. Especially
seemingly innocent ones like an extra space or a missing comma can lead to the wrong
extraction of quotes, verb cues and post quotes. I did observe this to be the case in some
examples. If a common verb cue appeared in a quote just after a comma ("fortsætter", "mener"
etc.) the regular expression would consider this to be the end of the quote and signalling the
start of a post quote, effectively making the quote too short and the post quote pure nonsense.
Examples of this behavior was also observed.
Secondly, the NER-models responsible for assigning names, roles and employers are
bound to get it wrong once in a while, possibly missing entities or mislabeling them. This
will also lead to noise. Thirdly, by upsampling the data set by assuming that a certain name
is always associated with its most frequent role I gained a lot in terms of quantity - but I may
also have diluted the quality of the data somewhat in the process as discussed in section 4.
Other techniques could also have been applied in an effort to add to the collection of
quotes attributed to a speaker with a role. Many quotes were followed by the verb cuepost quote pair "siger han" or "afslutter hun", and this could possibly be used to infer that
the identity of the speaker would be identical to the previous quote in the same article.
There would also be potentially be data to be mined if we went hunting for named entities
in sentences preceding quotes without any post quotes. Improving the data quality could
potentially also improve the quality of the models and their predictions.
Another aspect worth discussing is the achieved gains when going from from the simplest
of models (BoW) to the very advanced BERT-model. Fine-tuning the models demanded
GPU resources and sometimes hours of training time, and the resulting models are large
and cumbersome to work with. Better preprocessing, hyperparameter tuning and careful
classification model selection might narrow the performance gap even further with the added
benefit of a much more lightweight system.
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I also realize that by focusing on the source and the sentiment of a quote I am only
considering some of the relevant dimensions of a very complex phenomenon. Adding
the topic ("kriminalitet", "sundhed", "økonomi" - or even finer grained topics like "vold",
"influenza" or "skattefradrag") would also be very relevant. Drawing inspiration from the
inner workings of BERT, it might also be interesting to look at the position of the quote in
the article, the neighbouring sentences of the quote, and how a quote interacts with other
quotes in an article. What is "a good quote" is also very dependent on context that might only
be known to humans. In her 2020 New Years Speech the Queen of Denmark made everybody
jump in their seat when she digressed from her usual ending phrase by saying "Gud bevare
jer alle sammen" before the canonical "Gud bevare Danmark." This sentence became the
golden quote in the media coverage that followed, and it seems like a very hard AI problem
to also include this dimension in the task of automatic quote selection.
While appreciating the limitations and shortcomings my approach and the results, I still
consider the process of creating QuoteSelector and the prototype itself to be a valuable
contribution to the field of automatic quote selection.

7.2

Ethical implications

Modern artificial intelligence and machine learning techniques makes it possible to process
amounts of data and extract knowledge that could never be done by humans alone. This
creates great opportunities, but it also introduces the risk of - perhaps unwittingly - developing
systems that can be unfair or even harmful to individuals, groups or societies.
Introducing a system like QuoteSelector in newsrooms is an example of a potential
double edged sword. Implemented right, it can help journalists get an overview of much
more material in much shorter time than would otherwise be possible. This might mean
discovering information and statements that would otherwise go unnoticed - or it could just
mean that the tedious task of reading through long transcripts or dire reports can be reduced
to a five minute affair, freeing up time for other tasks that might improve the journalistic
quality. With 10 minutes to read a 2 hour long report, which is better - randomly flicking
through it in search of interesting bits? Just reading the introduction? Or considering a ranked
list of quotes suggested by an AI? This is an open question.
Using a tool like QuoteSelector means that a deeply human part of the journalistic
workflow is being entrusted to a computer. There is potential for the introduction of bias
through uncareful training data selection or the reproduction and amplification of historic bias,
even if the data is chosen wisely. There is also the risk that an AI-based solution will prefer
the archetypal quotes and ignore the unusual ones, effectively turning the QuoteSelector into
a ClicheGenerator.
Most deep learning models like BERT are very hard to understand, and due to their very
nature, even experts sometimes cannot explain how a model reaches an answer. In a world of
fake news and where many people question the trustworthiness of the media, "because the
computer said so" might not be the answer the audience is looking for. Some have argued
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that simpler models that can be more easily explained to a layperson should sometimes be
favoured over "black box" models like BERT, even if their performance is lower. (Rudin
2019)
Therefore, great care should be taken if a system like QuoteSelector should be used in the
wild. Journalists using it should be made aware of how the system operates, and know that it
might not always produce the most relevant results. It might be an idea to introduce some
degree of noise or randomness in the results, so more quotes are exposed to the journalist. It
may also be an idea to let the results be impacted in some way by custom keywords entered
by the user or similar.
It should also be considered how media companies implementing such tools should
advertise their use to reader. It might be the right thing to do state up front, that the article
they are about to read is in fact a collaboration between human and artificial intelligence.

8

Conclusion

In this thesis I have demonstrated a potential use case for automatic quote selection using
machine learning in a newsroom environment. I have done it in a new and a mostly uncharted
field of research, and several of my results represent novel contributions to the field.
I have developed a NER-model to extract custom entities from a sentence to infer information about the person behind a quote, and I have used it to develop a unique data set
of quotes and related speaker information. I have also shown how models can be trained to
distinguish between quotes uttered by persons of different roles and backgrounds. Additionally I have shown how fine-grained sentiment analysis can successfully by applied to the
domain of quotes in news. And finally I have implemented all of the above in the prototype
QuoteSelector, showcasing a potential tool for journalists.
I believe I have made an interesting contribution to the field of research of quotes in
news. Quotes have up to this point never been the focus of NLP or Machine Learning related
work in Danish. Moreover, the relationship between "what a person says" and "who he is"
has not been explored in this fashion in any language to my knowledge.
The data set I created in the process of this thesis has the potential for many other
interesting projects, including analysis of how political affiliation is expressed in quotes, how
different sources are represented in news articles and the role of social media and written
statements in news articles.
I also consider QuoteSelector to be a novel example of how NLP and machine learning
techniques can be applied to a real world problem. And I have used it to demonstrate that
there could be potential for computer aided quote selection in Danish news production.
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A
A.1

Appendix: Overview of Submitted Code and Data
Prototype

The running prototype can be found at (please be patient and allow the server to wake up):
https://quoteselector.herokuapp.com/
The source code for the prototype QuoteSelector can be found at the following Git repository:
https://github.itu.dk/lafa/quoteselector
(Also included in the zip-file submitted with this report)
The script responsible for generating scores for input texts, QuoteCalculator.ipnyb,
can be found at:
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1wvy5za15x4i9pDHoU33d8jZQLAMqRJIT?
usp=sharing

A.2

Data

A data collection for this project can be found at figshare.com along with brief descriptions
of the data:
https://figshare.com/s/73cad69e99b446bab2dd

A.3

Selected Scripts

A large number of scripts were produced for this thesis to process data, train models, extract
features, visualize data and more. Selected scripts are listet below.
A.3.1

Google Colabs

A number of scripts was written and run in Google Colab. Some make use of the GPU
features provided by Google Colab for training. Below is a selection of the most relevant:
Script for calculating clusters and visualizing the result:
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1tWZWoXJh2FH6YAT7E6pOknPhmTSJcmdA?
usp=sharing
Script for generating statistics:
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1zzaOHx7hsMZ15tmP2oJJgeW1lg_
sl2d-?usp=sharing
Script for training a quote/role classifier:
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1eT866Oi26kaox5j62wajrN9LB96eXKX5?
usp=sharing
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Script for training an quote/employer classifier:
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1t59CGXnoJjEj22NycoUtt2JY32h3nLaI?
usp=sharing
Script for extracting the names from post quotes:
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1vgqtAVndvHQXRN3KCKqMp0pU_v0arhs7?
usp=sharing
Script for training a custom NER for role, employer and medium entities:
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1VVq30ERllm8zujAmFs9hf6gcTq4BMo2z?
usp=sharing
Script for extracting Named Entities using custom NER:
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1kDsq0kh8t-M53DSdz_N8RC-8GB-GjaN6?
usp=sharing
A.3.2

Additional scripts

Miscellaneous scripts to be run on a local machine along with a brief description can be
found here:
https://github.itu.dk/lafa/quotesthesis
(Also included in the zip-file submitted with this report)
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